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Significance 0f Low Field Mobility and lts Carrier Concentration Dependence
in characteristics of High Electron Mobility Transistors
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We clarify the influences of low field mobility and its
concentration dependence on drain current and transconductance g* carrier
of high
electron mobili{ j:qn"i",tors and other heterosLructure FETs. fn paiticutai,
high mobility ()1Orcmt/Ys) is shown to. be effgctive in achieving und
mai-ntaining the int.rins j-c limit of gr(= e2v o/ d*) irrespective* of bias
conditions, where vs is the saturatioii' uulo-city, and ," and A" ur"-itr"
dielectric permitt.iiity and the ef f ect,ive thickness of tgaEe insulaLor,
respectively. The carrier concentration dependence of mobility is found to
affect greatly the gate-voltage dependen.u oi g, and leads to thl appreciable
increase of g* even beyond its intrinsic limit."'

1. Introduction
Much attention has been paid to high
electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) and
other het.erostructure field effect,
t,ransistors (HS-FETs) because of their
excellent characteristics both in high speed
digital and 1ow noise mj-crowave application.
A number of studies have been made on the
modeling of HEMTsl)-5) to clarify optimum
device parameters and to attain higher
performances. So farr oo emphasis has been
focused on the field-velocity relationship,
because it is believed that velocity
saturation of carriers is thought to dornj_nat.e
the FBT performance, €specially in short
channel devices, It has been shown, however,
that, in the vicinity of the source, t,he
electrlc field is not always high enough for
carriers to drift at saturation velocity Vs
and pointed out the importance of 1ow field
mobility in the modeling of HEMTs6). Hence,
a accurate modelings of mobility is quite
significant.
The 1ow f ie 1d mobi l iry U of t,wo
dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in HEMT j_s
known to depend on the concentration N" of

In this work, we present a new model
of HEMT which takes into account not only the
velocity saturation effect but also the N"
dependence ofu 8). We clarify the influences
of U and its dependence on N" on drain
characteristics and transconductance gm.
2DEG7).

2.

A Nev Model

for

HEIfT

Let us consider t,he HEMT structure with
gate length L, gate width W, doped and spacer
AlGaAs layer thickness wd and
"sp,
respective 1y. The fo 1 1 owing analysis,
however, remains valid for any HS-FETs,
including MOSFETs. Our model is based on the
charge control rnodei-l)Z) arrd the following
f

ield-ve1 ocitv characLeristic:
UE

v=-T-, x
1+*E
t"x
where Er=dV"(x)/dx, V.(x)

(1)

is the potent,ial at

x in the channel. The 2DEG concentration
N"(x) at x in the channel linearly increases
as the increase of gate voltage Vg, which is
expressed as
N"(x)=(e z/ qd* )( v
s'-V.(*) ),
383

(2)

where Urt=Vg-Vrh, Vtt is the threshold
voltage, q the electron charge, e2 and d'" the
dielectric permit.t,ivity and effective
thickness of AlGaAs, respectively. In
general, d' in Eq. (2) is larger than the
metallurgical total thickness d=w6*w"O of
AlGaAs by about 80A, because of the fieldinduced change of the Fermi energy and the
quantum level of 2DEG2). Although in actual
HEMT structures N" begins to saturate as the
increase of Vo9), the model can be easily
extended to inltua" this saturation effect.
Here we consider HEMT and assume that U
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to the electron-phonon coupling.
The drain current of a HEMT with L=1Um
and d*=300A is calculated by using Eq. (4).
The result is shown in Fig. 1 for the case
where U0=8000.^2 1Vr, and N"g=5x1011.rn-2.
Here Id 1s normalized by the gate width W.
Solid lines show the result for Y=1, whereas
dashed lines for Y=0. Note the Id
characteristics are greatly affected by the y
va1ue. It is expected t.hat g*-Vg
characteristics are also strongly affected as
will be discussed in Sec. 4.
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Fig. 1. Ia-\{,1 characteristics calculated with
L=lum andl d-300A. The solid lines show the
case of y=1, whereas the dashed lines show
the case of Y=0.

where the exponent y is known to be in the
range of 0.3*2, depending on the operating
temperature and the structure of HEMTsT).
The mode1, however, can be applied to the
arbitrary U -N" relationship. For simplicity,
we neglect the source and drain resistance
and assume that V.(0)=0 and Vs(L)=V6. From
Eqs. (1)-(3) and the draj-n current equation
I6=eNs(*)u(x)W, the drain current can be

;i; *ru*''
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deoends on N- as
u=uo(Ns/NsO)

L=lpm p=F6(Ns/N5g)Y y=l
dr=3ooA Fo=Booocmz/Vs ---y=o
v6= ov
Nrg=Sxloll
..
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Field Mobility Dependence og gn
fn order to clarify the effect of 1ow
field mobility on the transconductance Bm, we
examine first the simple case that U is
constant and independent of N". By setting Y
to be zero in Eq. (4), we find that Id is
given lt3)a;
3.

(4)

where KO* 2UgW/Ld.', Vg=Lv"/] 6, Vrg=Qd"-N s1b 2,
Note that V0 is t,he drain voltage that would

to accelerate electrons up to the
saturation velocitv if the acceleration were
linear.
Although a negative value ofY leads to
lnfinitely high mobility at Ns=O and appears
to be unacceptable, 16 dose not diverge and
can be sti11 calculated formally from Eq. (4)
as long as Y )-1. Hence, this model is valid
also in describing the room temperature
operati-on of Si-MOSFET, where Y is -1/3 due
be required

Low

1Ko(VaVg

'-v d2 /D/( 1+V6/v3)

IO=l (before quasi pinch-off:V6(V"us)
\xov

(5,a)

/z
"ur2
(after

quasi pinch-off:V6)V".g)

(5.b)

O+t-t). Equation (5.a)
is derived for the case of ttbefore the quasi
pinch-offrf, whereas Eq. (5.b) is obtained for

where Vsat=V'1D.v;/v
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the case of fraft.er the quasi pinch-offtt.
Here the word ttquasi pinch-off(QP0)tt is used
to emphasize the difference from the normal
pinch-off.
In this case, elecLron
concentrati-on at the drain edge is not zero
but remains at a finite value (=I6/qv") even
ttafter the quasl plnch-off.tt
By differenriating Eq. (5) Uy Vg, g* is
given
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2ur/d*, the intrinsic limit of
transconductance. Note that gm.1nt is the
upper limit of gm that can be achieved, when
all the carri-ers in the channel are uniformly
induced by the capacitor relationship
N"=(e 2/ ld")V
r' and they are accelerated to
thelr saturation velocity Vs. In realistic
situatlons, gm is reduced considerably from
its upper limlt gm.int whenever the fu11
acceleration of electrons is hampered in any
part of the channel, particularly at the
source end. For one case, Lhe accelerat.ion
of electrons becomes insufficient if the
draln voltage V6(V6 (ot the average drain
field Ea(=Vd /L)1.v"/UO). This ef fecr can be
evaluated by Eq. (6.a) and leads to the
appreciable drop of (gm/gm.int) as shown in
Flg. 2(a). The drop is significant unless
low field mobility il6 is higher rhan

o
z
o
(J
a

where gm.ints

lo5cm2/vs.

It can been seen from Eq. (6.b) that the
efficient acceleration of electrons is also
prevented when the gat.e voltage VU is not
much higher than Vg. It is because, if
Vg(V0, a high-fie1d region is inevirably
formed in the drain end of the channel and
t.he field in the source end gets 1ow. Figure
2(b) shows the drop of gm caused by this
quasi pinch-off effect.
Note that the
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2. (a) Dependence of normalized
: : ; I i??;i,TI : il?gt;'+j ir..bt,'"X i:1.' ;:I :
length as a parameter, which is calculated
from Eq. (6.a). (b) Dependence of *, on U
with Vot as a parameter, which is cal8ulated
from EQ. (6.b). The drasti_.-*drgq of q, can
be seen whenu is less than l0)cmz/Vs, u'iitess
sufficiently high drain voltage and gate
volt.age are applied at the same time.
decrease of V* results in the drastic drop of
g* unless u0 "i" .bo.r" 1o5cm2/Vs.
For given V, and Vd, g* is limited by
the lower of the two g* values shown in Figs.
2(a) and (b). If U g is greater than
1O5cm2/Ys, gm is nearly equal to gm.int.
Upon the decrease o1 ilg down to LO4c 2/Vs or
less, gm deviates appreciably frorn gm.int
unless both the drain voltage (or the average
drain field) and t,he gate voltage are
maintalned high. In practical applications,
particularly
in digital circuits, such
conditions cannot be mai-ntained.
4. Effects of N* Ilependence of Mobility

Next we consider the effect of carrier

5. Conclusion

concentration dependence of U. When y )0 as
in HEMT, the increase of V, causes not only
the increase of N" but the enhancement of U.
Hence, the drain current will increase at a
faster rate than in the case of consLant
mobility, leading to the enhancement of Bm.
When Y<0 as in Si-MOSFET, the opposite
phenomenon takes place, leading to lower Bm.
To quantify this expectation, gm is
calculated and plotted in Fig. 3 as a
function of V^ for the case when L=lUm and
d*=300A. Not"u that gm value calculated for
v
U=U6(N"/N"6)' depends sensitively on Yand 1n
some cases exceeds its intrinsic limit

A new and simple model of HEMTs and HSFETs is presented, which takes into account
the carrier concentration dependent mobility.
High mobility ar 1ow electric fields in
excess of t}5cn2/Vs is shown indispensable to

int'
Since the mobility is assumed here as
u=u0[e2(vr'-V.(*))7qa'kl'1"g1 Y, u i s a 1 wa y s
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obtain high gm irrespective
conditi-ons, indicating that

of bias
ve l ocity

saLuration dose not always dominate the FET
performance. Carrier concentration dependent,
mobility is found to give a strong i_nfluence

on drain current characteristics
transconductance

and
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smaller than 2x1O5cm2/Vt in case O<y<2,
Vot<lV,
and UO=8000cm2/V", In some region of
6
Fig, 3, however, the calculated B* exceeds
the g, value that is predicted for the case
<t
of l"t O=2x10'cm'/Vs independent of Ns. From
these result.s summar:-zed in Fig. 3, the
importance of considering the N" dependence
of rnobility is clearly seen in understanding
the drain characteristics and B* of HS-FETs.
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Fig. 3. The gate voltage dependence of g,''.,
calculated for some cases of mobility model'
given by Eq. (3). Note that g* value depends
sensitively on y value.
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